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Abstract: A novel configuration of photonic sensors based on a single-channel bimodal 
interferometer is proposed. The design consists of a subwavelength grating (SWG) periodic 
structure supporting two dispersive TE-like modes that interfere at the output to create fringes 
in the transmission spectrum. Dispersion relations of the bimodal periodic structures have 
been computed in order to study the sensing performance, obtaining a theoretical bulk 
sensitivity of ~1300nm/RIU and a surface sensitivity of ~6.1nm/nm. Finite-Difference Time 
Domain (FDTD) analysis has been also carried out in order to confirm the previously 
obtained sensitivity results, thus showing a perfect agreement between theoretical modelling 
and simulation. 
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 
1. Introduction 
Electromagnetic wave propagation through periodic dielectric media has been widely studied 
in the literature for a huge range of configurations and applications, among which we can find 
periodic structures for sensing purposes [1,2]. Within this field, the most relevant examples 
are photonic crystals (PhCs), which consist of a periodic dielectric repetition in the space for 
one, two or three dimensions. They were firstly described in detail in [3] as a powerful tool 
for the implementation of all kind of photonic devices, being later used for a wide range of 
applications such as modulators, delay lines or filters [4,5]. Various types of photonic crystals 
have been also demonstrated for sensing applications [6–8], offering several advantages in 
terms of sensitivity and compactness as a consequence of their inherent dispersion properties. 
More recently, other type of periodic structures have emerged as a promising alternative 
in the biosensors field: the so-called subwavelength grating (SWG) structures. These 
structures can be considered as uniaxial PhCs with lower periodicity values so that the light 
propagates through the structure as if it were a homogeneous medium, in comparison to the 
Bragg’s behavior occurring in PhCs [9]. Moreover, for periodicity values lower than the 
wavelength of light, the refractive index (RI) of the resultant metamaterial can be engineered 
to create photonic devices with enhanced properties. This is the case of broadband beam 
splitters based on a SWG structure where dispersion control was used [10,11], tilted 
structures controlling anisotropy [12] or high-performance ring resonator (RR) sensors whose 
sensitivity is around three times that of a conventional RR sensor [13].When a cladding RI 
variation takes place, the effective index change of a SWG waveguide mode is significantly 
higher than for a normal strip waveguide due to the interaction of not only the evanescent 
field but also the field of the propagating mode itself [14,15]. This fact has given rise to the 
appearance of new photonic sensors based on SWG configurations, offering remarkable 
advantages respect to the old existing ones and opening new opportunities in this area. 
At the same time, integrated interferometers have been commonly used as sensors in lab-
on-a-chip (LoC) devices during the last years, with great advantages in terms of sensitivity for 
label-free detection [16]. Among them, Mach Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) is the most 
representative configuration [17,18] although it needs from additional structures like MMIs or 
power splitters to perform the sensing. In addition, different approaches have been reported in 
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the study of interferometric sensors with enhanced sensitivities in spectral interrogation-based 
sensing [19]. A MZI with different waveguide widths between both arms was experimentally 
demonstrated for this effect in [20], reporting really high bulk sensitivity values as a 
consequence of the differential phase shift between the excited modes. On the other hand, 
single-channel interferometer sensors such as bimodal waveguides appear as one of the best 
options for integration purposes in LoC devices due to their simplicity and outstanding 
surface sensitivity for biosensing [21–25]. The sensing principle of these sensors is based on 
the phase shift produced between the two first TE modes propagating through a bimodal 
waveguide and measured at the output by a photodetector. However, long bimodal sections 
are required in order to achieve enough phase shift sensitivity as it scales with sensor length, 
leading to large footprints of several millimeters or even centimeters. 
In this paper, we report the design of a new modal sensor by using a SWG waveguide as a 
single-channel interferometer. This concept encompasses the benefits of SWG structures in 
terms of high sensitivity to effective indices variations, while maintaining the characteristics 
and benefits of bimodal interferometric waveguides. Moreover, as a consequence of working 
with periodic structures, dispersive modes can be obtained for the SWG structure while 
behaving like a homogenous medium, what also introduces some of the advantages of PhCs 
for sensing. As a result, a differential phase shift providing an extremely high spectral 
sensitivity is obtained, without the need of large paths and additional photonic structures. 
Band diagrams of the two first TE-like modes were computed to obtain the differential phase 
shift between them, as well as FDTD simulations to check the spectral response of the sensor 
under different sensing scenarios, showing bulk sensitivities around 1300nm/RIU and surface 
sensitivities of 6.1 nm/nm. This work expands the use of SWG structures for interferometric 
sensing purposes, exhibiting high sensitivities and allowing its integration in reduced 
footprints of only few microns. 
2. Operation theory 
When an object structure is larger than the wavelength of light, its electromagnetic behavior 
can be modelled by the Snell’s law using reflection, diffraction and refraction coefficients. 
Wave propagation through a periodic repetition of this kind of structures gives rise to a lossy 
system where no light is guided as a consequence of scattering effects [26]. Conversely, if we 
consider a periodic medium whose lattice constant is much smaller than wavelength, light 
propagates through the structure as if it were a homogenous medium where diffraction effects 
are suppressed, thereby obtaining a SWG configuration. Between these two regimes, when 
the periodicity is not small enough to avoid diffraction, rigorous solution of Maxwell’s 
electromagnetic equations is needed to describe the optical properties of the resultant 
structure: a PhC. The most common way to delimit these regions and to determine whether 
we are working in the SWG regime or not is described by the expression λ/Λ>2neff where λ is 
the operating wavelength and Λ is the periodicity value [27]. 
Here, we work with periods close to the SWG limit and near the PhC zone, where the 
periodic structure supports two true lossless modes as a consequence of working in the 
subwavelength regime but with some of the dispersion properties typical of periodic 
structures. This fact generates non-linear phase shifts falls between both modes that cannot be 
obtained with a normal bimodal waveguide. The design of the proposed sensor is presented in 
Fig. 1. It is composed by a SWG bimodal section with a width enough to support two guided 
TE-like modes with different symmetry in the ‘x’ axis (even and odd) for the wavelength 
range of interest. By properly placing the single mode waveguide used as input port, both 
modes of the SWG section are excited. After propagating through the bimodal section, these 
two modes will interfere and contribute to the excitation of the fundamental mode of the 
single mode waveguide used as output port. The output power will therefore depend on the 
phase shift between both modes, creating constructive or destructive interferences when the 
differential phase is an even or an odd multiple of π, respectively. These interferences will 
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based sensors do not only lie in a stronger mode delocalization, but mainly in the direct 
interaction of the optical field with the target medium in the gaps of the SWG elements. 
By multiplying and dividing the expression in Eq. (2) by δφ, we obtain an analytical 
expression for the bulk sensitivity as a function of the phase shift between the even and odd 
modes of the SWG bimodal sensor: 
 
/
.
/ λ
c
b
f
n
S
δϕ δ
δϕ δ
=  (3) 
As it can be seen, the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the phase derivative with 
respect to the wavelength. Because of this, the bulk sensitivity can be analytically infinite as 
long as the slope of the phase as a function of wavelength reaches zero. This critical lambda 
point appears for those values where δφ/δλf = 0, as it is reported in [19], and consequently, 
higher sensitivities are achieved as we get closer to this working point. 
Several simulations using MIT Photonics Band (MPB) free software have been carried out 
in order to obtain the electromagnetic modes of the periodic SWG sensing structure and their 
dispersion relations. This software computes definite-frequency eigenstates of Maxwell’s 
equations in fully-vectorial and three-dimensional spaces, calculating dispersion relations of 
the periodic structures for different wavevector points [30]. We have considered a SWG 
structure made of silicon (n = 3.47) over a silica substrate (n = 1.44) and an aqueous 
environment as upper cladding (n≈1.36), for which two TE-like modes are supported for an 
operation wavelength around 1550nm when the design values are Λ = 290nm, DC = 50%, w 
= 1400nm and h = 220nm. Due to scaling properties of periodic configurations, the bimodal 
region can be shifted to other operating wavelengths by properly selecting the period of the 
structure. The band diagrams obtained for the even and odd TE-like modes of this SWG 
structure are shown in Fig. 2(a), while Fig. 2(b) shows the phase shift between these two 
modes as a function of wavelength for different cladding RIs. 
The first thing we can highlight from Fig. 2(b) is that the sign of the wavelength shift 
changes from positive to negative values as we move towards higher wavelengths, obtaining a 
zero-sensitivity point between these two regions for which the phase remains the same 
regardless the RI of the cladding. We can also observe that an abrupt fall in the phase shift 
with respect to the wavelength is produced for lower wavelengths, what is determined by the 
highly dispersive behavior of the even and odd modes near the edge of the Brillouin zone, as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). Contrary for higher wavelengths, the group velocity of the odd mode 
increases and starts becoming non-dispersive, provoking a change in the trend of the phase 
shift and therefore to the appearance of lower slopes as a function of wavelength. Taking into 
account this fact, the maximum sensitivity appears for the spectral fringes located in the 
critical sensitivity zone, which is defined as the highest wavelength spectral region where the 
bimodal condition is obtained, in which the phase slope is close to zero, as it was determined 
in Eq. (3). Note that, for even higher wavelengths, the odd mode goes below the light cone of 
the silica lower cladding and becomes a leaky mode, so this spectral region is not considered 
for the operation of the SWG bimodal interferometer sensor. Finally, we can also highlight 
that the odd mode presents a lower effective index than the even mode, thus having a higher 
interaction with the surrounding medium since it is less confined. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Dispersion relations of the even and odd TE-like modes of a SWG bimodal structure 
of period Λ = 290nm, DC = 50%, w = 1400nm and h = 220nm, under an aqueous environment 
as cladding (n = 1.36). (b) Phase shift as a function of wavelength between both modes for a 
cladding of 1.36RIU and for a RI change of Δn = 0.07RIU; N = 40 periods have been 
considered. 
The influence of the duty cycle over the phase shift is depicted in Fig. 3(a) under an 
aqueous environment of 1.36RIU and when a RI increment of 0.01RIU is considered. It can 
be seen how the wavelength shift increases with the duty cycle due to the reduction of the 
slope of the phase shift as a function of wavelength for higher duty cycles. However, 
additional propagating modes might be supported by the SWG structure when the duty cycle 
is increased, thus losing the bimodal condition required for the operation of the 
interferometric sensor. In addition, critical sensitivity regions are narrower for higher duty 
cycles, making it more difficult to design spectral dips at those zones. Therefore, a trade-off is 
produced between sensitivity and proper operation, obtaining good results for average values 
of the duty cycle. 
Figure 3(b) depicts the sensitivity curves for the different duty cycles considered in the 
study. They have been numerically calculated from the MPB band diagrams by obtaining the 
absolute value of the wavelength shift between both modes when considering cladding RI 
variations being multiple of 3.3 × 10−3RIU. An operating wavelength of λ = 1665nm has been 
considered to calculate the sensitivity, since it is within the critical sensitivity range and close 
to the light cone for the considered design. Bulk sensitivity values of 778.28nm/RIU, 
1065.1nm/RIU and 1202.9nm/RIU have been numerically obtained for duty cycles of 40%, 
50% and 60%, respectively. In comparison with the literature, a sensitivity of 490nm/RIU 
was experimentally obtained using a SWG RR [13]. This sensitivity value was recently 
enhanced by using a multi-box SWG RR, presenting bulk sensitivities of 580nm/RIU [31]. 
Therefore, our proposed sensor configuration theoretically shows bulk sensitivities more than 
twice of that reported for other spectral interrogation based SWG sensors, what represents a 
significant step forward within this type of structures. Note that similar sensitivities to those 
calculated for our bimodal SWG sensor have been also obtained for other configurations, as 
for example when using slot waveguide RRs [32]. However, the fabrication of this type of 
structures is significantly more challenging than for the relatively simple bimodal SWG 
configuration proposed in this work. 
Additionally, semi-analytical bulk sensitivities have been also calculated using Eq. (3) by 
applying finite differential derivatives, with respect to the cladding RI and the wavelength, on 
the phase shifts obtained in MPB. A comparison between the numerical and semi-analytical 
results are presented in Fig. 3(c), showing a good agreement for the different duty cycles 
considered. However, the difference between numerical and semi-analytical results increase 
with the duty cycle, obtaining a sensitivity as high as 1298nm/RIU for the semi-analytical 
study in the case of a DC of 60%. 
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Finally, it should be noted that the bulk wavelength sensitivity does not directly depend on 
the sensor length if we are measuring the spectral shift. By increasing the sensor length, we 
can increase the number of fringes appearing at the same spectral range, but the wavelength 
shift of each spectral feature will remain the same. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Phase shift between both modes of the SWG bimodal structure for different duty 
cycles. Dashed and solid lines show the phase shift for a cladding RI of 1.36RIU and 1.37RIU, 
respectively. Design parameters are Λ = 290nm, DC = 50%, w = 1400nm and h = 220nm. (b) 
Numerical wavelength shift as a function of the cladding RI for different duty cycles at 
1665nm. Note that the spectral features located in the critical sensitivity region are shifted 
towards lower wavelengths for increments of the cladding RI, so absolute values of the 
wavelength shift are considered. (c) Bulk sensitivity comparison between the numerical and 
the semi-analytic calculations obtained using Eq. (3) at an operation wavelength of 1665nm. 
3.2 Surface sensing 
The surface sensitivity relates the shift of a given spectral feature with the thickness of a 
certain layer with a different RI than the cladding, considering what happens when a certain 
biological substance is deposited over the sensor. In the literature, it is defined in nm/nm by 
the following expression for spectral interrogation based sensors [33]: 
 
λ
,fs
layer
S
ρ
Δ
=  (4) 
where Δλf is the feature spectral shift and ρlayer is the thickness of the deposited layer. The 
surface sensitivity has been numerically calculated using MPB for several thicknesses of a 
layer deposited over the SWG sensing structure and considering an operation in the critical 
sensitivity region. Figure 4(a) shows the surface sensitivity results obtained for different duty 
cycles as a function of the layer thickness, while Fig. 4(b) depicts the surface sensitivity as a 
function of the wavelength for a SWG structure of 60% duty cycle when the thickness of the 
deposited layer increases from 10nm to 100nm. Note that since high wavelength shifts of the 
bimodal region are obtained when different layers are considered, we cannot obtain a 
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common operating wavelength for all thicknesses. Therefore, we have considered as 
operating wavelengths those where maximum surface sensitivity values are placed. Hence, in 
order to obtain the maximum surface sensitivity results as possible in future designs, the 
operating wavelength will depend on the thickness of the specific biolayer to be detected. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Surface sensitivity as a function of the layer thickness ρ for the SWG bimodal 
sensor in an aqueous environment for different duty cycles. The inset depicts the cross section 
of the transversal SWG elements in the y-z plane with the deposited layer. A RI of 1.48RIU is 
considered for the deposited layer. (b) Surface sensitivity as a function of wavelength for 
different layer thicknesses and a duty cycle of 60%. The layer thickness goes from 10nm (light 
blue) to 100nm (purple). Note that sensitivity values have been calculated considering only 
wavevectors for which the modes remain above the light cone of the silica lower cladding. 
A maximum surface sensitivity of 6.138nm/nm has been obtained for a layer thickness of 
60nm in the case of 60%DC. As it was explained before, results are strongly dependent on the 
duty cycle, considerably enhancing the surface sensitivity by a factor higher than three in the 
case of 60% compared to the case of 50%. This is due to the significant reduction of the phase 
slope obtained for duty cycles above 50%, as it was previously shown in Fig. 3(a). On the 
other hand, surface sensitivity decays for certain thicknesses due to the overlap of the 
deposited layer within the gap of the SWG elements. These outstanding results are obtained 
thanks to the direct interaction of the optical modes with the deposited layer, obtaining 
maximum sensitivity values when the hole is totally filled with the target substance. Such big 
layers around 60-70nm could be interesting in biosensing applications, for example, in the 
recognition of viruses or other biological substance with similar dimensions. Nonetheless, the 
detection of small protein layers of few nanometers is still feasible using this sensor, since 
more than 2nm/nm of surface sensitivity is obtained for a thickness of 10nm, making it a 
promising configuration for biosensing purposes. 
Revising the literature, surface sensitivity values around 0.4nm/nm have been previously 
presented for a conventional RR sensor working for TM polarization; these values have been 
recently increased until 1nm/nm and 2nm/nm for a SWG RR and for a multi-box SWG RR, 
respectively, all of them for small layer thicknesses around 10nm [34]. Our results show 
better surface sensitivities for this thicknesses range when considering a 60% duty cycle and 
an ultrahigh sensitivity behavior for layers around 60nm, compared to the values below 
0.5nm/nm reported in the multi-box SWG RR for thicker layers. 
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4. Spectral analysis 
4.1 SWG bimodal sensor excitation 
FDTD simulations have been carried out using CST Studio software with the aim of 
analyzing the sensor response when it is excited using the single mode access waveguides. In 
order to properly excite both modes, an asymmetric coupling of the single mode waveguide in 
the x axis is needed. The field distribution of the even and odd modes of the SWG structure, 
calculated by using RSOFT software, is depicted in Fig. 5(a) as well as the profiles of the 
modes in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that both modes are confined inside the silicon elements of 
the SWG structure in the case of the x component of the electric field. However, high values 
of the z component distribution are located within the gaps, what explains the strong field 
interaction with the cladding. From Fig. 5(b) we can observe that the x-axis of the even mode 
is strongly localized in the center of the SWG structure, while the odd mode is distributed on 
its outer sides. So, in order to properly excite both modes, the single mode access waveguide 
has to be displaced respect to the center of the SWG structure (x = 0 position). Figure 5(c) 
shows the transmission spectra calculated for a SWG bimodal sensor with a duty cycle of 
50% when different lateral positions of an access waveguide of width ws = 450nm are 
considered (centered access waveguide - d = 700nm / displaced access waveguide - d = 
375nm). An interference fringe can be observed in the spectrum for the displaced waveguide 
excitation, while an almost flat spectrum is obtained when the single mode waveguide is 
centered since only the even mode is excited. Finally, note that the number of spectral dips 
available can be significantly increased by simply increasing the length of the SWG bimodal 
sensor since higher phase shifts are then reached for the same range of wavelengths. 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Electric field magnitude distribution of a periodic cell of the SWG structure in 
different planes for even and odd modes. The white dashed rectangles represent the SWG 
element. Design parameters are Λ = 290nm, DC = 50%, w = 1400nm and h = 220nm for a 
silica lower cladding and an aqueous environment of 1.36RIU. (b) Mode profile of the x-
component of the electric field for both modes in the x-axis at y = 0 and z = 0. (c) 
Transmission spectra for a 50% duty cycle SWG bimodal structure as a function of the 
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displacement ‘d’ of a single mode waveguide of width ws = 450nm at the input and output. A 
length of N = 120 elements has been considered for the calculations. 
4.2 Spectral sensing response 
The transmission spectrum of the SWG bimodal sensor has been obtained using FDTD 
simulations when considering different RI claddings, in order to study the sensing 
characteristics of the final device. As it was previously seen, bulk sensitivity depends on 
wavelength since the phase shift between the SWG modes shows a non-linear behavior and it 
reaches an almost zero slope for higher wavelengths within the bimodal bandwidth. 
Therefore, an accurate design of the sensor is key to obtain optimum spectral dips at critical 
sensitivity wavelengths to take maximum advantage from the sensor. Making the sensor 
longer produces more spectral features in the bimodal region, easing the design of high 
sensitivity fringes. However, when the cladding RI changes, so does the fringe wavelength 
and consequently its sensing performance. 
Figure 6(a) shows the sensor behavior of the higher wavelength spectral feature appearing 
in the spectrum for two different duty cycles (see Fig. 6(b)). The SWG structures have been 
designed in order to obtain that spectral feature around 1665nm with the purpose of being 
able to compare the FDTD results with those previously obtained using MPB. In order to 
locate the spectral feature at that wavelength, we have simply properly selected the number of 
transversal elements considered in the SWG bimodal structure (N of 120 and 220 for duty 
cycles of 50% and 60%, respectively). Sensitivities of 1070.1nm/RIU and 1375.5nm/RIU 
have been obtained for duty cycles of 50% and 60%, respectively. Additionally, Fig. 6(c) 
depicts the x-component of the electric field distribution in FDTD at operating wavelengths 
corresponding to constructive and destructive interferences. 
 
Fig. 6. (a) Spectral shift as a function of cladding RI variations for 50% and 60% duty cycles 
with N = 120 and N = 220 periods, respectively. Design parameters are Λ = 290nm, w = 
1400nm, h = 220nm and d = 375nm with a silica lower cladding and under an aqueous 
environment of 1.36RIU. (b) Transmission spectra for 50% duty cycle (top) and 60% duty 
cycle (bottom) at different RI scenarios. The shaded areas represent the spectral shift of the 
interference fringes for a cladding RI increment from 1.35RIU to 1.37RIU. (c) x-component of 
the electric field at y = 0 slice, for N = 36 periods and 50%DC. The upper contour map 
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represents maximum transmission for a wavelength exhibiting constructive interference. The 
lower contour map depicts minimum transmission for a wavelength where a spectral dip is 
located (i.e., destructive interference). Note that for this number of SWG elements N, spectral 
dips are located at different wavelengths regarding the previous spectrum. 
Moreover, the use of two significantly different lengths also allows us to demonstrate that 
the spectral shift sensitivity is independent of the sensor length, as well as to confirm that a 
higher number of spectral fringes is obtained for longer structures (see Fig. 6(b)). It should 
also be noted that deeper dips are achieved for lower wavelengths, indicating that both SWG 
modes are almost equally excited, while that modal excitation is not as balanced for higher 
wavelengths and shallower dips are obtained. Additionally, spectral dips are narrower and 
more grouped for lower wavelengths as a consequence of the dispersion properties of the odd 
mode at this region. These two factors make that higher quality factors are achieved for the 
spectral dips located at lower wavelengths. Therefore, although the spectral sensitivity does 
not directly depend on the coupling ratio between the two modes and on the number of 
elements N, these are two important parameters to optimize in future experimental 
developments, since an increase of the quality factor of the spectral dips will allow enhancing 
the limit of detection of the sensor. On the other hand, we have also to consider that an 
increase in the number of elements N will be translated into higher propagation losses that 
could negatively affect the sensor performance. However, as it has been previously explained, 
the dispersive behavior of the modes propagating in the SWG structure allows to obtain a 
very high sensitivity without the need of very long lengths, what will also contribute to 
reducing the insertion losses of the sensor. 
Finally, a comparative study between the results obtained in MPB and those from the 
FDTD simulations is presented in Fig. 7. As it can be observed, both approaches match 
perfectly: the theoretical semi-analytic study of the sensitivity using Eq. (3) with the 
dispersion relations calculated using MPB and the shift of the spectral fringes measured when 
making a FDTD analysis of the complete structure. 
 
Fig. 7. Comparison between the sensitivity results obtained in MPB and CST for the SWG 
sensor having a duty cycle of 50% and 60%. Semi-analytical curves (solid and dashed lines) 
represent the theoretical bulk sensitivity as a function of wavelength obtained using MPB and 
Eq. (3). Diamonds and circle markers show the sensitivity of certain spectral fringes in the 
spectrum obtained from the FDTD simulations. The parameters of the SWG sensor are N = 
120 for 50%DC, N = 220 for 60%DC, Λ = 290nm, w = 1400nm and h = 220nm in silica lower 
cladding (n = 1.44) and under an aqueous environment of 1.36RIU. The gray shaded area 
represents the region where the sign of the spectral sensitivity changes. 
5. Conclusions 
A new sensor concept including SWG structures and single-channel bimodal interferometers 
has been presented. The combination of these two concepts allows significantly increasing the 
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sensitivity of the device while keeping a compact size. The theoretical background of the 
SWG bimodal behavior has been studied, as well as its influence in creating critical 
sensitivity regions in spectral based sensors. A strong dependence with the duty cycle has 
been determined, since it influences the evolution of the phase shift as a function of 
wavelength, and thus, the sensitivity. As a result, ultrahigh bulk sensitivity values that can go 
even above 1300nm/RIU have been obtained both semi-analytically using the dispersion 
relations of the propagated modes and by means of FDTD simulations. These sensitivity 
values improve by a factor of 2.5 those reported for SWG RRs, by a factor of almost 6 those 
reported for conventional RRs and are similar to those reported for other more complex 
configurations as for the case of slot RRs. Additionally, surface sensitivity has also been 
studied, obtaining values of up to 6.138nm/nm for 60nm-thick layers, which are, to the best of 
our knowledge, the highest reported in the literature for integrated photonic sensors on 
silicon. Furthermore, the SWG bimodal interferometric sensor also presents outstanding 
surface sensitivity values of more than 2nm/nm for thicknesses of few nanometers, similarly 
to the best results in SWG RRs. 
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